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Abstract

The (Middle Eastern) project is a mainly and Zionism call aims to dissolve the Islamic and the Arabic identities in a new identity to be consistent with the identity of the Zionism. While the (Great Middle East) is an American term that in addition to the aim of dissolving the Arabic and the Islamic identities in a new identity depending only on geography, aims also to give the United States the major role in the region.

The importance of the study is to clarify that the Middle Eastern project aims to obliterate the Arab identity and to demises of the Arab system of units by melting the Arab countries in an economical, political and security Middle Eastern arrangements.

The Middle Eastern project represents one of the most serious new challenges that are facing the Arab nation and its national security in the twenty first century. And if this project becomes real, so the Arab national security and the Arabic determination will remain captive to the Zionist-American plans that do not serve the Arabs and their future.